Andhra Pradesh Social Watch Coalition & Dalit Bahujan Shramik Union

Invitation to


Tuesday 22nd May 2007, Indira Park, Hyderabad.

Programme Schedule:

Public Hearing on Land Rights Violations:

11.00 hrs to 13.00 hrs

Jury:

Justice Punnaiah

P.V. Rajagopal

Bojja Tarakam

C.K. Janu

Vincent Manohar

A.P. Social Watch Report 2007 - Release

15.00 hrs to 17.00 hrs

Programme Overleaf
Programme

Ushering In : Estharla Krishna Rao

Introduction : M.V. Sastri - Convenor A.P. Social Watch


First Copy & Greetings : K.Raju, Principal Secretary, Dept. R.D. Gov.AP

Brief Sketches of the Chapters : Chapter Writers

Coalition Greetings : Jagadananda, National Social Watch
 : Paul Divakar, NCDHR
 : Amitab Bher, WNTA
 : G.Prasad APWNTA
 : Sandhya, Action Aid
 : G.Suhdakar, DBSU
 : K.Vinaykumar DBF
 : M.Manisha Majumdar, Concern
 : State Representatives – NSW / WNTA

Vote of Thanks : I.Surinarayana, DBVKS